Cup Chime
5" 5pc Set 5.5" 6" 6.5" 7" 7pc Set 7.5" 8"

SKU: CY0001069107, CY0001069109, CY0001069106, CY0001069105, CY0001069104, CY0001069103, CY0001069108, CY0001069102, CY0001069101

Weight: medium
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: dry, pingy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: full, loud

Sound Character:
Bright, warm, full, brilliant. Wide range, clean mix. Soft, extremely responsive. Explosive, shattering, glassy attack with modulating warm, full, long fade. Features an exotic, very dominant center tone with lively, flanging over- and undertones. Available individually or as sets on hardware mountable 5 and 7 arm holders. Well suited for upside down mounting over a ride bell.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more